Dear Requester:

This is the fifteenth interim response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, originally received by the United States Secret Service (Secret Service) on January 21, 2021, for information pertaining to:

1. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any plans for demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021 that were identified by any DHS component—including without limitation the Office of Intelligence & Analysis (“I&A”) and the Federal Protective Service (“FPS”)—or other agencies through social media monitoring, threat assessments, or other means.

2. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting any tips, complaints, referrals, allegations, or reports submitted to any DHS component—including without limitation I&A and FPS—regarding planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021.

3. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 reflecting DHS’s communication to other agencies—including without limitation the U.S. Capitol Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Justice, or the Department of Defense—of the risks or threats posed by planned demonstrations, gatherings, disruptions, attacks, or riots in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021.

4. All records from December 1, 2020 to January 6, 2021 relating to any DHS component—including without limitation I&A and FPS—providing assistance or support to the U.S. Capitol Police, the D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, or any other agency in connection with the January 6, 2021 congressional session to count electoral votes.
After a detailed review of all potentially responsive records, 102 page(s) were released in part and 17 pages have been withheld in full. Exemptions under the FOIA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 552, and/or the PA Statute, Title 5 U.S.C. § 552a, have been applied where deemed appropriate after considering the foreseeable harm standard outlined in the 2016 amendment to 5 U.S.C 552(a)(8)(A)(i) and DOJ guidance.

Enclosed are the documents responsive to your request, as well as a document that explains the exemptions in more detail. Withheld information is pursuant to the exemptions marked below.

Section 552 (FOIA)

(b) (1)    (b) (2)    (b) (3)    (b) (4)    (b) (5)    X (b) (6)
(b) (7) (A) (b) (7) (B) X(b) (7) (C) (b) (7) (D) (b) (7) (E)
(b) (7) (F) (b) (8)

If you need any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of your request, please contact the Trial Attorney, U.S Department of Justice, Lee Reeves at leereeves2@usdoj.gov.

Sincerely,

Kevin L. Tyrrell
Freedom of Information Act Officer
Office of Intergovernmental and Legislative Affairs

Enclosure:
FOIA and Privacy Act Exemption List
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

Provisions of the Freedom of Information Act do not apply to matters that are:

(b) (1) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive Order to be kept Secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy; and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive Order;

(b) (2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency;

(b) (3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), if that statute: (A)(i) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; and (B) is established after the date of enactment of the OPEN FOIA Act of 2009;

(b) (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and/or is privileged or confidential;

(b) (5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency; provided that the deliberative process privilege shall not apply to records created 25 years or more before the date on which the records were requested;

(b) (6) personnel files, medical files and/or similar files with which their disclosure would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b) (7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the information: (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, foreign agency or authority, or any private institution that furnished information on a confidential basis, and/or when records/information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source; (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law; (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b) (8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for regulation or supervision of financial institutions; and

(b) (9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

PRIVACY ACT
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

The provisions of the Privacy Act do not apply to:

d) (5) material compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action or proceeding;

(j) (2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) material that is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive Order in the interest of national defense or foreign policy;

(k) (2) material compiled during investigations for law enforcement purposes;

(k) (3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or other individuals pursuant to section 3056 of Title 18;

(k) (5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment, military service, Federal contracts, or for access to classified information, but only to the extent that the disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information to the Government under an express promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence, or prior to the September 27, 1975, under an implied promise that the identity of the source would be held in confidence; and

(k) (6) testing or examination material used solely to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in the Federal service-the disclosure of which would compromise the objectivity or fairness of the testing or examination process.
From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E)
Sent: Wed, 6 Jan 2021 19:21:15 +0000
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [PID]
Subject: FW: Jan 6th Protests

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:20:23 PM (UTC+00:00) Monrovia, Reykjavik
To: (b)(7)(E)
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fw: Jan 6th Protests

FYSA
(8), (b)(7)(C)
Diplomatic Security Service
DS Liaison to FBI/NITF
Unclassified
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Secure
(b)(6)
Work Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Personal Cell: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E)
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 12:30 PM
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C))@state.gov, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C))@state.gov, DS-TIA-OSN-MGT@state.gov;
DSCC_Management_Team@state.gov
Cc: DS-PIIDutyAgent@state.gov, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)@state.gov, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)@state.gov, DS-TIA-PII-OLD-Analysts@state.gov, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)@state.gov;
Subject: RE: Jan 6th Protests
Regrets,

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Special Agent | Diplomatic Security Service
Task Force Officer | Joint Terrorism Task Force | FBI Washington Field
Bureau Cell | Desk | (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 12:14 PM
To: DS-TIA-OSN-MGT <DS-TIA-OSN-MGT@state.gov>; DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts <DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts@state.gov>
Cc: DS-PIIDutyAgent <DS-PIIDutyAgent@state.gov>; DS-TIA-OSN-MGT <DS-TIA-OSN-MGT@state.gov>; DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts <DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts@state.gov>

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - RE: Jan 6th Protests

I will defer to (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) for a response.

Bests,

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Special Agent (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
U.S. Department of State | Diplomatic Security Service
Joint Terrorism Task Force | FBI Washington Field
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Washington, D.C.

From: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) state.gov
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 11:24 AM
To: DS-TIA-OSN-MGT <DS-TIA-OSN-MGT@state.gov>
Cc: DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts <DS-TIA-PII-01D-Analysts@state.gov>

Subject: Re: Jan 6th Protests

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Subject: RE: Jan 6th Protests

All-

Just wanted to bring to everyone’s attention the below item we saw from DC Water.

Hi All, our DCW PIO has been monitoring social media- they said that this was posted 5 hours ago and was found and sent to our security and OEM directors at 10:19. The tweet reads: #ProudBoys is planning to shut down the DC water system. This would disable the fire suppression systems in most government buildings including the US Capitol. Formal members of the US Capitol’s maintenance division will be marching along #ProudBoys today.” We are requesting immediate assistance with guidance on this posting. My cell is...

SBU - LAW ENFORCEMENT

From: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:20 AM
To: DS-TIA-OSN-MGT <DS-TIA-OSN-MGT@state.gov>; DSCC_Management_Team
Subject: Jan 6th Protests

All-

Please see attached for the current list of demonstrations coming from MPD.

Below are a list of periscope accounts flagged by CBP.
https://www.pscp.tv/w
https://www.pscp.tv/w
https://www.pscp.tv/w
https://www.pscp.tv/w
https://www.pscp.tv/w

SBU -LAW ENFORCEMENT
Hang in there!

Special Agent / (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
FBI - Washington Field Office / Northern VA Resident Agency

InfraGard chapter website: www.infragardncr.org
InfraGard secure portal access: www.infragard.org

FaceBook: InfraGard-NCR
LinkedIn: InfraGardNCR
Twitter: @InfraGardNCR

From: NTIC <NTIC@dc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 2:07 PM
To: (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E)
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - (U//FOUO)

(b)(7)(E)
Good Evening,

FYSA. Please see the attached regarding a group possibly planning disruptions in DC on January 6, 2021.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

V/R,
Good evening,

The below is being forwarded to you in line with CTOC’s weekend policy in that it details potential disruptions in Washington, DC, on 1/6/2021. This message is being sent to the Duty Agent Coordinator and SSA for situational awareness.

This message contained a URL that triggered the Newly Registered Websites filter; the URL has been modified.
Withheld Pursuant to Exemption

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E)

of the Freedom of Information & Privacy Act
Page 05318 of 10444

Withheld Pursuant to Exemption

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E)

of the Freedom of Information & Privacy Act
Page 05319 of 10444
Withheld Pursuant to Exemption
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E)
of the Freedom of Information & Privacy Act
Colleagues,

FBI consult

(b)(E)

Sent: 5 Jan 2021 18:25:53 +0000
To: (b)(E)
Cc: (b)(E)

Subject: (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E)

(b)(E)

(b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E)

(b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E)

(b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E)

(b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E), (b)(E)
FBI consult, WIF per FBI

Withheld Pursuant to Exemption
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E)
of the Freedom of Information & Privacy Act
Before I get much further with this I wanted to get your opinion on it. For the demos listed on 1/20/21, I had listed:

**Wednesday, January 20, 2021**

- **70MILLION MAN MARCH**
  - **Time:** 5:00 AM
  - **Location:** Washington, DC (no specific location available)
  - **Purpose:** Stop the Inauguration
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 51 going and 474 interested
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events)
  - **Organizer:** (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and Rich Nation (NRID)

- **#DisruptJ20**
  - **Time:** 9:00 AM
  - **Location:** TBD
  - **Purpose:** Unknown
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 28 going and 158 interested
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/](https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/)
  - **Organizer:** No Justice No Pride (RID) - one demonstration at the Naval Observatory on 6/26/20 (673-0091724). No arrests or incidents were reported.

And the NCIS NCR Demo List I was using as an example lists them as:

- **— 01/20/2021**
  - **Time:** 0500 hours
  - **Location:** Washington, DC
  - **Purpose:** 70 Million Man March to stop the Biden Inauguration
  - **Participants:** (51) committed / (475) interested
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events)

- **No Justice, No Pride – 01/20/2021**
  - **Time:** 0900 hours
  - **Location:** TBD
  - **Purpose:** #DisruptJ20
- Participants: (28) committed / (158) interested
- Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/

Thoughts?

Thanks,
SHIFT BRIEFING SHEET
12/15/20 @ 0600

OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- POTUS – Washington, DC
- FLOTUS – Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump – Washington, DC
  - Donald Trump Jr. – Petersburg, AK
  - Eric Trump – Briarcliff Manor, NY
  - Tiffany Trump – Dubai, UAE
- VPATHUS – Washington, DC
- SLOTUS – Washington, DC
- A/DHS Secretary – San Salvador

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 4

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 2

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on [b(6); b(7)(C)] daily during the [b(7)(E)] shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel back to the U.S., etc.), to PIO/CUP, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Twitter)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Twitter) (private)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Twitter) (private)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Instagram)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Only Fans) (deactivated by platform)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Only Fans)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Instagram) (inactive)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Instagram) (inactive)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Instagram) (inactive)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Facebook) (private)
   - [b(6); b(7)(C)] (Facebook) (private)
2. OSB was requested to conduct checks on periodically during each shift. If posts any information on current whereabouts, threats towards any protectees, or mentions causing violence during a protest send results to PIOCSUPS and OSU-ALL.

- Parler
- Pinterest
- Instagram

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 24

(Special Note): Information regarding First Amendment assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. The below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Updated information and events acquired since the last report will be designated in Red.

Tuesday, December 15, 2020 through Sunday, January 31, 2020

- Women for a Great America (NRID)
  - Time: Unknown
  - Location: Lafayette Park
  - Purpose: Pray for peaceful election
  - Participants: 50 permitted
  - Civil Disobedience: No indication
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

Tuesday, December 15, 2020

- Vigil at BLM for Justice
  - Time: 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM
  - Location: Black Lives Matter Plaza
  - Purpose: celebrate after 12/14/20, the date the Electoral College certifies the election, and remind Presidential Nominee Biden to "deliver on his promises to immigrants
  - Participants: Per Facebook, 9 are going and 17 are interested
  - Civil Disobedience: No indication
  - Source: https://facebook.com/events/1011940109302045/
  - Organizer:
    - NAKASEC / North Korean American Service & Education Consortium is of record for demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without incident or arrest.
    - CASA in Action is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment. One demonstration on 06/01/17 resulted in 20 arrests for incommoding.
    - Congregation Action Network (NRID)

Wednesday, December 16, 2020

- Justice March for Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
  - Time: 9AM
• **Location:** Assemble at the White and march to the Lincoln Memorial at 10AM
  - **Purpose:** Demand extradition of the alleged assassin of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to Bangladesh
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 2 are going and 2 are interested.
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** www.facebook.com/events/655285451791874
  - **Organizer:** Bangabandhu Parashad USA (NRID)

**Saturday, December 19, 2020**

- **Sage the City DC @ The White House**
  - **Time:** 1:00 PM to 6:30 PM
  - **Location:** Black Lives Matter Plaza
  - **Purpose:** To walk the perimeter of the White House burning sage; “smudging” in preparation of the upcoming inauguration. The group advised this event will be for upliftment, prayer, cleansing, and energy clearing. The page states Park police and MPD police will be providing security for the event.
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 29 are going with 34 interested
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/655285451791874
  - **Organizer:** [NRID]

- **Washington Moroccan American Club (RID)**
  - **Time:** 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM
  - **Location:** unnamed parade at F St and 8th St NW
  - **Purpose:** to celebrate U.S.-Moroccan relations amidst President Trump’s recognition of Moroccan sovereignty over the Western Sahara
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [NRID]
  - **Organizer:** Washington Moroccan Club is of record for two demonstrations at the White House in 2005. Their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.

**Sunday, December 20, 2020**

- **Jericho Protest – Free the Children!**
  - **Time:** 8:00 AM to 10:00 AM
  - **Location:** Lafayette Park
  - **Purpose:** to speak out against President Trump and in support of refugee and asylum seekers. The group intends on making seven laps around the White House “with a trumpet blast on each lap.”
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 0 are going and 0 are interested
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [NRID]
  - **Organizer:** Jericho Protest (NRID)
**Wednesday, January 6, 2021**

- **Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC**
  - **Time:** 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM
  - **Location:** US Capitol Building and march to the White House
  - **Purpose:** “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!”
  - **Participants:** Per Facebook, 2 are going and 15 are interested
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395](http://www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395)
  - **Organizer:** I Approve This Message (NRID)

**Saturday, January 9, 2021**

- **The Take Back of Washington, DC**
  - **Time:** Unknown
  - **Location:** Unknown
  - **Purpose:** “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!”
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Civil Disobedience:** No indication
  - **Source:** [https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154](https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154)
  - **Organizer:** SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID)

**Sunday, January 17, 2021**

- **Refuse to be Silenced**
  - **Time:** 12:00 PM
  - **Location:** March from the Washington Memorial to the White House
  - **Purpose:** Demand freedom, end the corruption and stand up for liberty
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Civil Disobedience:** Armed march
  - **Source:**
    - [https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6](https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6)
    - [https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec](https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec)
  - **Organizer:** Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID)
  - **Notes:**
    - The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogaloobois and #thehibiscussociety
    - Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away from the Boogaloo Movement
    - @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.
Tuesday, January 19, 2021

- Freedom March for Trump
  - Time: 8 AM
  - Location: Washington Monument
  - Purpose: Show support for President Trump and burn Chinese flags
  - Participants: Per Facebook, 5 are going and 18 are interested
  - Civil Disobedience: No indication
  - Source: https://facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
  - Organizer: Freedom March for Trump

Wednesday, January 20, 2021

- 70MILLION MAN MARCH
  - Time: 5:00 AM
  - Location: Washington, DC (no specific location available)
  - Purpose: Stop the Inauguration
  - Participants: Per Facebook, 51 are going and 474 are interested
  - Civil Disobedience: No indication
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
  - Organizer: Freedom March for Trump

- #DisruptJ20
  - Time: 9:00 AM
  - Location: TBD
  - Purpose: Unknown
  - Participants: Per Facebook, 28 are going and 158 are interested
  - Civil Disobedience: No indication
  - Source: https://twitter.com/status/583495772257162/
  - Organizer: No Justice No Pride

1. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID) will host a demonstration called “#DisruptJ20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 28 people plan on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
   - No Justice No Pride is RID for one demonstration at the Naval Observatory on 6/26/20 (673-0091724). No arrests or incidents were reported.

2. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, private citizens will host a demonstration in Washington, DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration was not indicated at this time. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, social media for the event contains images of firearms. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://twitter.com/status/583495772257162/
3. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID) led by (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 44 members.
   • https://wimkin.com/mmm
   • is RID after his ex-spouse reported “HE ALLEGEDLY ATTENDED A CLINTON RALLY IN SEATTLE, WA DURING 10-92 & WORE A DISGUISE TO GET CLOSE TO CLINTON. ADVISED SUBJ THREATENED TO KILL HER IN PAST & ONCE PUNCHED HER IN THE HEAD & TRIED TO CHOKE HER. FURTHER ADVISED SHE HAD A RESTRAINING ORDER ON SUBJ. 05-10-93 SUBJ INTVD; DENIED HE MADE THREATENING STMTS. ADMITTED HE ATTENDED SEATTLE, WA CLINTON RALLY IN 10-92 ONLY TO "GET A LOOK" AT CLINTON & DENIED HE WORE A DISGUISE.”

4. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 36 are going and 244 are interested. (NFG)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events

5. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook; 29 going with 37 interested. (KNS)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events

6. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM, (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event at the White House called, “trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 154 going and 289 interested. This is being relayed for situational awareness purposes. (KNS)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events

7. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a “divisive and torturous 4 years” and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 68 going with 107 interested. (KNS)
   • www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451

8. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called “National March For Black Lives.” The purpose of this demonstration is
to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)

• https://facebook.com/events/836926233723471

9. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, **Code Pink (RID)** will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called “**DC says no to war on Yemen!**” The purpose of this demonstration is to “protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)

• https://www.codepink.org/1252021

• **Code Pink** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

10. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, **STL Pro-Life Future (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “**March for Life 2021.**” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 12 are going and 36 are interested. (SRM)

• https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/

• FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

11. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, **Orthodox March for Life (NRID)** and **Orthodox Christian Network (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “**Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.**” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 372 are interested. (SRM)

• https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

12. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, **March for Life (RID)** will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “**2021 March for Life.**” The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 526 are going and 1.2K are interested. (SRM)

• https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/

• **March for Life** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.

13. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, **National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “**March for Life 2021.**” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 74 are interested. (SRM)

• https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/

**SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites:** 0
SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News chatter focused on the Supreme Court’s decision regarding election results. Social media chatter focused on President Trump’s supporters gathering in Washington, D.C. to voice their support.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on VPOTUS’ upcoming visit to Bloomington, Indiana to tour a vaccine production facility.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary was minimal. Most social media chatter related to the proposed on-coming secretary and reopening the DACA program.
Do I do something with this one? Or do I send this to OSU?

(Special Note): Information regarding First Amendment assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. The below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Updated information and events acquired since the last report will be designated in Red.

**Friday, December 11, 2020:**

- **Shutdown DC – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1000 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Chase Bank, and Citibank, near Dupont Circle
  - **Purpose:** Demand Banks Stop Financing Fossil Fuels
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** info@ShutDownDC.org

- **Concerned Citizens – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1000 to 1230 hours
  - **Location:** Afghanistan Embassy, located at 2341 Wyoming Avenue, NW
  - **Purpose:** Urge the Afghanistan government to rescue a 9-year old child
  - **Participants:** 40 to 50
  - **Source:** MPD-SOD

- **Contractors – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1100 hours
  - **Location:** 6700 Georgia Avenue, NW
  - **Purpose:** Oppose SCS Construction
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** MPD-SOD

- **Metro D.C. Democratic Socialists of America – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1130 to 1400 hours
• Location: Assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed across the K Street, NW corridor and then to Biden’s transition team at the Department of Commerce
• Purpose: 12/11: Fight for Our Lives!
• Participants: (5) committed / (4) interested.
• Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/663993364270222/

- Sudanese American Activists – 12/11/2020
  • Time: 1400 to 1700 hours
  • Location: Embassy of Sudan, located at 2210 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
  • Purpose: First Amendment assembly
  • Participants: 49
  • Source: MPD-SOD

- Fridays for Future – 12/11/2020
  • Time: 1600 to 2000 hours
  • Location: West Capitol Front
  • Purpose: Urge the government to act towards a 1.5 degree Celsius target in light of the 5th Anniversary of the Paris Climate agreement
  • Participants: 50
  • Source: U.S. Capitol Police

Friday, December 11, through Sunday, December 13, 2020:

- Defend DC – 12/11/2020 - 12/13/2020
  • Time: Daily
  • Location: Black Lives Matter Plaza
  • Purpose: To keep the Proud Boys and Trumpists out of DC
  • Participants: Unknown
  • Source: https://www.defenddc.org/https://www.instagram.com/p/CIj4mBXBlhS/

Friday, December 11, through Monday, December 21, 2020:

- American Friends of Lubavitch – 12/06/2020 through 12/21/2020
  • Time: Daily
  • Location: Ellipse
  • Purpose: Annual Lighting Ceremony of the National Menorah
  • Participants: (3,000) listed on permit application
  • Source: National Park Service

Friday, December 11, thru Sunday, January 31, 2021:

- 50 Days of Blessing/Women for a Great America – 11/19/2020 thru 01/31/2021
  • Time: Daily
Friday, December 11, thru March 17, 2021:

- **David's Tent USA, Inc** – 11/18/2020 thru 03/17/2021
  - **Time:** Daily
  - **Location:** National Mall
  - **Purpose:** Prayer Vigil
  - **Participants:** (1,000) listed on the permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

Saturday, December 12, 2020:

- **Embassy of Venezuela** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 0800 to 1800 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble at 1099 30th Street, NW (Embassy of Venezuela) and caravan to 2443 Massachusetts Avenue, NW (Venezuelan Ambassador's residence)
  - **Purpose:** Oppose elections held in Venezuela
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** U.S. Secret Service

- **Trump News Network** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1000 hours
  - **Location:** U.S. Supreme Court
  - **Purpose:** First Amendment assembly
  - **Participants:** (13) committed / (100) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/3982133685153693

- **Stop the Lies** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1000 to 1100 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble at CNN, located at 820 1st Street, NE and proceed to Senate Park
  - **Purpose:** First Amendment assembly
  - **Participants:** 50 listed on permit application
- **Representative Franklin Garcia** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1000 to 1400 hours
  - **Location:** Freedom Plaza
  - **Purpose:** Toy Give Away for the Holiday Season
  - **Participants:** (Unknown) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

- **Women for America First** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1000 to 1500 hours
  - **Location:** Freedom Plaza, Upper Senate Park, U.S. Supreme Court
  - **Purpose:** First Amendment rally to support President Trump
  - **Participants:** (5,000) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

- **And That’s When Life Got Weird** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1100 hours
  - **Location:** Freedom Plaza
  - **Purpose:** March for 45 Trump
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events/217169169764000/](https://www.facebook.com/events/217169169764000/)

- **Refuse Fascism DC** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1200 hours
  - **Location:** Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW
  - **Purpose:** Refuse to Accept a Fascist America
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** [https://www.instagram.com/p/CILsHwGBmM4/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CILsHwGBmM4/)

- **MAGA-Southern Maryland Chapter** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1200 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble at Freedom Plaza and proceed to the U.S. Capitol
  - **Purpose:** Million MAGA March II
  - **Participants:** (34) committed / (133) interested
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events/2853861628228023/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2853861628228023/)

- **They/Them Collective** – 12/12/2020
  - **Time:** 1200 hours
  - **Location:** Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW
  - **Purpose:** At 1700 hours, conduct a F*ck MAGA II March (location unknown)
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** [https://www.instagram.com/p/C1hv6uMBDxL/](https://www.instagram.com/p/C1hv6uMBDxL/)
• Jericho March – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 0900 to 2100 hours
  o Location: National Mall (at 9th Street)
  o Purpose: Peaceful protest to support election integrity
  o Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service / https://www.instagram.com

• For Virginia – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1500 to 1600 hours
  o Location: U.S. Supreme Court
  o Purpose: December Parade/March for Trump
  o Participants: (9) committed / (32) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/event

• Hillbilly Broadcaster – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 2000 hours
  o Location: Washington, DC
  o Purpose: Broadcast the Women Right for Trump
  o Participants: (1) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/759323971329188/

Saturday, December 12, through Tuesday, December 15, 2020:

• Public Citizen – 12/12/2020 – 12/15/2020
  o Time: 1000 to 1500 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza, McPherson Square, Farragut Square, Lafayette Park
  o Purpose: Free speech demo to protect election results
  o Participants: (1,000) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

Sunday, December 13, 2020:

• Republicans Against Trumpism – 12/13/2020
  o Time: 0630 hours
  o Location: Washington, DC
  o Purpose: 10 Million Man March on Washington, DC
  o Participants: (3) committed / (19) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/403845047647331/

• South Asian Minorities Collective – 12/13/2020
  o Time: 1300 hours
  o Location: Embassy of Sudan, located at 3517 International Court, NW
  o Purpose: Rally Against Pakistan supported Terrorism and War Crimes
  o Participants: (2) committed / (5) interested
Monday, December 14, 2020:

- 12/14/2020 (This event is no longer listed on social media)
  - **Time:** 0800 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble in Southeast DC and proceed to the White House
  - **Purpose:** 120+ Million MAGA March/Monumental March for Democracy
  - **Participants:** (49) committed / (632) interested
  - **Source:** [https://www.facebook.com/events/1839913159499118/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1839913159499118/)

Wednesday, December 16, 2020:

- **Bangabandhu Parishad USA** – 12/16/2020
  - **Time:** TBA
  - **Location:** Ellipse, White House, Washington Monument, and U.S. Capitol
  - **Purpose:** Justice March
  - **Participants:** (1,000) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

Saturday, December 19, 2020:

- **Rock Ministries Int’l** – 12/19/2020
  - **Time:** 1200 to 1600 hours
  - **Location:** East Capitol Front
  - **Purpose:** Pray for the Nation
  - **Participants:** (50) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** U.S. Capitol Police

- **Washington Moroccan – American Club** – 12/19/2020
  - **Time:** 1445 to 1630 hours
  - **Location:** 8th and F Streets, NW
  - **Purpose:** First Amendment Assembly
  - **Participants:** (45) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** MPD-SOD

Sunday, December 27, 2020:

- 12/27/2020
  - **Time:** 1800 to 1900 hours
  - **Location:** Dupont Circle
  - **Purpose:** Candlelight Vigil
  - **Participants:** (30) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** U.S. Park Police
Wednesday, January 6, 2021:

- **I Agree with This Message** – 01/06/2021
  - **Time:** 1200 to 1500 hours
  - **Location:** U.S. Capitol
  - **Purpose:** Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC
  - **Participants:** (2) committed / (15) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

Monday, January 18, 2021:

- **National Action Network** – 1/18/2021
  - **Time:** 0400 to 1300 hours
  - **Location:** MLK Memorial
  - **Purpose:** Demo to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
  - **Participants:** (30) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

Tuesday, January 19, 2021:

- **Freedom March for Trump** – 1/19/2021
  - **Time:** 0800 hours
  - **Location:** Washington Monument
  - **Purpose:** Freedom march for Trump
  - **Participants:** (5) committed / (18) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/2788307491458381/

Wednesday, January 20, 2021:

- **(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)** – 01/20/2021
  - **Time:** TBD
  - **Location:** Washington, DC
  - **Purpose:** Oppose the Million Militia March
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:**

- **(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)** – 01/20/2021
  - **Time:** 0500 hours
  - **Location:** Washington, DC
  - **Purpose:** 70 Million Man March to stop the Biden Inauguration
  - **Participants:** (51) committed / (475) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/
• Reform America dba Created Equal – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 0530 to 1800 hours
  o Location: Southwest corner of U.S. Navy Memorial, 701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
  o Purpose: First Amendment pro-life display
  o Participants: (20) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

• No Justice, No Pride – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 0900 hours
  o Location: TBD
  o Purpose: #DisruptJ20
  o Participants: (28) committed / (158) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1100 hours
  o Location: U.S. Capitol
  o Purpose: Yellow Vest Protest #Shutdown Brunch
  o Participants: (35) committed / (160) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1100 hours
  o Location: U.S. Capitol
  o Purpose: Trump Appreciation Day 2021
  o Participants: (2) committed / (13) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

• MAGADay – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1159 hours
  o Location: U.S. Capitol
  o Purpose: MAGADay/Oppose Biden Inauguration
  o Participants: (0) committed / (1) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) – 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza
  o Purpose: Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!
  o Participants: (37) committed / (261) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) – 01/20/2021
- Time: 1200 hours
- Location: TBD
- Purpose: To celebrate President Trump’s 2021 Inauguration
- Participants: (75) committed / (305) interested
- Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

- 01/20/2021
- Time: 1500 hours
- Location: U.S. Capitol
- Purpose: Trump Supporter Inaugural
- Participants: (2) committed / (23) interested
- Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Thursday, January 21, 2021:

- 2 Million Bikers 2 DC – 01/21/2021
  - Time: 0900 to 1200 hours
  - Location: National Mall
  - Purpose: Support President Trump
  - Participants: (26) committed / (170) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/1702939843105133/

- 01/21/2021
  - Time: 0900 hours
  - Location: White House
  - Purpose: Trump’s Eviction Watch Party
  - Participants: (171) committed / (363) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

- Black Pact – 01/21/2021
  - Time: 1000 to 1700 hours
  - Location: Assemble at MLK Jr. Memorial for rally, then march to Lincoln Memorial
  - Purpose: Draw awareness to systemic racism and police brutality
  - Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application
  - Source: National Park Service

Saturday, January 23, 2021:

- People Demand Action – 01/23/2021
  - Time: 1200 to 1500 hours
  - Location: Lincoln Memorial
  - Purpose: National March for Black Lives
  - Participants: (21) committed / (150) interested
Women for America First – 01/23/2020
- Time: 1200 to 1700 hours
- Location: Freedom Plaza, Lincoln Memorial
- Purpose: First Amendment rally to support President Trump
- Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application
- Source: National Park Service

Thursday, January 28, through Sunday, January 31, 2021:

STL Pro-Life Future – 01/23/2021
- Time: 1/28/2021 1600 hours – 1/31/2021 1200 hours
- Location: TBD
- Purpose: March for Life 2021 - Provide support for the unborn and advocate for pro-life cause
- Participants: (11) committed / (40) interested
- Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/

Friday, January 29, 2021:

Women for America First – 01/29/2020
- Time: 0700 hours
- Location: Washington Monument and National Mall
- Purpose: March for Life
- Participants: (50,000) listed on permit application
- Source: National Park Service

Orthodox March for Life – 01/29/2021
- Time: 0830 to 1500 hours
- Location: Washington, DC
- Purpose: Orthodox Christians Marching Together at March for Life 2021
- Participants: (65) committed / (372) interested
- Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

Reform America dba Created Equal – 01/29/2020
- Time: 0900 hours
- Location: Meade Statue (333 Constitution Avenue NW) / John Marshall Park
- Purpose: Pro-life display
- Participants: (25) listed on permit application
- Source: National Park Service

Center for Bio-Ethical Reforms – 01/29/2020
- Time: 0700 hours
- Location: Washington Monument and National Mall
- Purpose: Pro-life display
- Participants: (25) listed on permit application
- Source: National Park Service

This message contained a URL that triggered the Newly Registered Websites filter; the URL has been modified.
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PID - Protective Detail Liaison
U.S. Secret Service

On Dec 11, 2020, at 4:21 PM, @usss.dhs.gov> wrote:

Do I do something with this one? Or do I send this to OSU?

(Special Note): Information regarding First Amendment assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. The below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Updated information and events acquired since the last report will be designated in Red.

Friday, December 11, 2020:

- **Shutdown DC – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1000 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Chase Bank, and Citibank, near Dupont Circle
  - **Purpose:** Demand Banks Stop Financing Fossil Fuels
  - **Participants:** Unknown
  - **Source:** info@ShutDownDC.org

- **Concerned Citizens – 12/11/2020**
  - **Time:** 1000 to 1230 hours
  - **Location:** Afghanistan Embassy, located at 2341 Wyoming Avenue, NW
  - **Purpose:** Urge the Afghanistan government to rescue a 9-year old child
- Participants: 40 to 50
  Source: MPD-SOD

- Contractors – 12/11/2020
  Time: 1100 hours
  Location: 6700 Georgia Avenue, NW
  Purpose: Oppose SCS Construction
  Participants: Unknown
  Source: MPD-SOD

- Metro D.C. Democratic Socialists of America – 12/11/2020
  Time: 1130 to 1400 hours
  Location: Assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed across the K Street, NW corridor and then to Biden’s transition team at the Department of Commerce
  Purpose: 12/11: Fight for Our Lives!
  Participants: (5) committed / (4) interested.
  Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/663993364270222/

- Sudanese American Activists – 12/11/2020
  Time: 1400 to 1700 hours
  Location: Embassy of Sudan, located at 2210 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
  Purpose: First Amendment assembly
  Participants: 49
  Source: MPD-SOD

- Fridays for Future – 12/11/2020
  Time: 1600 to 2000 hours
  Location: West Capitol Front
  Purpose: Urge the government to act towards a 1.5 degree Celsius target in light of the 5th Anniversary of the Paris Climate agreement
  Participants: 50
  Source: U.S. Capitol Police

Friday, December 11, through Sunday, December 13, 2020:

- Defend DC – 12/11/2020 - 12/13/2020
  Time: Daily
  Location: Black Lives Matter Plaza
  Purpose: To keep the Proud Boys and Trumpists out of DC
  Participants: Unknown
  Source: https://www.defenddc.org/https://www.instagram.com/p/Clj4mBxIhS/

Friday, December 11, through Monday, December 21, 2020:
• American Friends of Lubavitch — 12/06/2020 through 12/21/2020
  o Time: Daily
  o Location: Ellipse
  o Purpose: Annual Lighting Ceremony of the National Menorah
  o Participants: (3,000) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

Friday, December 11, thru Sunday, January 31, 2021:

• 50 Days of Blessing/Women for a Great America — 11/19/2020 thru 01/31/2021
  o Time: Daily
  o Location: Lafayette Park
  o Purpose: Pray for a Peaceful Election
  o Participants: (50) listed on the permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

Friday, December 11, thru March 17, 2021:

• David’s Tent USA, Inc — 11/18/2020 thru 03/17/2021
  o Time: Daily
  o Location: National Mall
  o Purpose: Prayer Vigil
  o Participants: (1,000) listed on the permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

Saturday, December 12, 2020:

• (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — 12/12/2020
  o Time: 0900 to 1700 hours
  o Location: Sylvan Theater
  o Purpose: Rally to support Second Amendment rights
  o Participants: (500) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

• Embassy of Venezuela — 12/12/2020
  o Time: 0800 to 1800 hours
  o Location: Assemble at 1099 30th Street, NW (Embassy of Venezuela) and caravan to 2443 Massachusetts Avenue, NW (Venezuelan Ambassador’s residence)
  o Purpose: Oppose elections held in Venezuela
  o Participants: Unknown
  o Source: U.S. Secret Service

• Trump News Network — 12/12/2020
• Stop the Lies – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1000 to 1100 hours
  o Location: Assemble at CNN, located at 820 1st Street, NE and proceed to Senate Park
  o Purpose: First Amendment assembly
  o Participants: 50 listed on permit application
  o Source: MPD-SOD

• Representative Franklin Garcia – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1000 to 1400 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza
  o Purpose: Toy Give Away for the Holiday Season
  o Participants: (Unknown) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

• Women for America First – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1000 to 1500 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza, Upper Senate Park, U.S. Supreme Court
  o Purpose: First Amendment rally to support President Trump
  o Participants: (5,000) listed on permit application
  o Source: National Park Service

• And That’s When Life Got Weird – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1100 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza
  o Purpose: March for 45 Trump
  o Participants: Unknown
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/217169169764000/

• Refuse Fascism DC – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1200 hours
  o Location: Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW
  o Purpose: Refuse to Accept a Fascist America
  o Participants: Unknown
  o Source: https://www.instagram.com/p/CILsHwGBmM4/

• MAGA-Southern Maryland Chapter – 12/12/2020
  o Time: 1200 hours
- **Jericho March** – 12/12/2020  
  o **Time:** 0900 to 2100 hours  
  o **Location:** National Mall (at 9th Street)  
  o **Purpose:** Peaceful protest to support election integrity  
  o **Participants:** (5,000) listed on permit application  
  o **Source:** National Park Service / https://www.instagram.com/p/CIhv6uMBDxL/  

- **They/Them Collective** – 12/12/2020  
  o **Time:** 1200 hours  
  o **Location:** Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW  
  o **Purpose:** At 1700 hours, conduct a F*ck MAGA II March (location unknown)  
  o **Participants:** Unknown  
  o **Source:** https://www.instagram.com/p/CIhv6uMBDxL/  

- **For Virginia** – 12/12/2020  
  o **Time:** 1500 to 1600 hours  
  o **Location:** U.S. Supreme Court  
  o **Purpose:** December Parade/March for Trump  
  o **Participants:** (9) committed / (32) interested  
  o **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/2853861628228023/  

- **Hillbilly Broadcaster** – 12/12/2020  
  o **Time:** 2000 hours  
  o **Location:** Washington, DC  
  o **Purpose:** Broadcast the Women Right for Trump  
  o **Participants:** (1) interested  
  o **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/759323971329188/  

**Saturday, December 12, through Tuesday, December 15, 2020:**

- **Public Citizen** – 12/12/2020 – 12/15/2020  
  o **Time:** 1000 to 1500 hours  
  o **Location:** Freedom Plaza, McPherson Square, Farragut Square, Lafayette Park  
  o **Purpose:** Free speech demo to protect election results  
  o **Participants:** (1,000) listed on permit application  
  o **Source:** National Park Service  

**Sunday, December 13, 2020:**
- **Republicans Against Trumpism** – 12/13/2020
  - **Time:** 0630 hours
  - **Location:** Washington, DC
  - **Purpose:** 10 Million Man March on Washington, DC
  - **Participants:** (3) committed / (19) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/403845047647331/

- **South Asian Minorities Collective** – 12/13/2020
  - **Time:** 1300 hours
  - **Location:** Embassy of Sudan, located at 3517 International Court, NW
  - **Purpose:** Rally Against Pakistan supported Terrorism and War Crimes
  - **Participants:** (2) committed / (5) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/1839913159499118/

**Monday, December 14, 2020:**

- **(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)** – 12/14/2020 (This event is no longer listed on social media)
  - **Time:** 0800 hours
  - **Location:** Assemble in Southeast DC and proceed to the White House
  - **Purpose:** 120+ Million MAGA March/Monumental March for Democracy
  - **Participants:** (49) committed / (632) interested
  - **Source:** https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

**Wednesday, December 16, 2020:**

- **Bangabandhu Parishad USA** – 12/16/2020
  - **Time:** TBA
  - **Location:** Ellipse, White House, Washington Monument, and U.S. Capitol
  - **Purpose:** Justice March
  - **Participants:** (1,000) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

**Saturday, December 19, 2020:**

- **Rock Ministries Int’l** – 12/19/2020
  - **Time:** 1200 to 1600 hours
  - **Location:** East Capitol Front
  - **Purpose:** Pray for the Nation
  - **Participants:** (50) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** U.S. Capitol Police

- **Washington Moroccan – American Club** – 12/19/2020
  - **Time:** 1445 to 1630 hours
Sunday, December 27, 2020:

- • Location: 8th and F Streets, NW  
  • Purpose: First Amendment Assembly  
  • Participants: (45) listed on permit application  
  • Source: MPD-SOD

Wednesday, January 6, 2021:

- • I Agree with This Message – 01/06/2021  
  • Time: 1200 to 1500 hours  
  • Location: U.S. Capitol  
  • Purpose: Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC  
  • Participants: (2) committed / (15) interested  
  • Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

Monday, January 18, 2021:

- • National Action Network – 1/18/2021  
  • Time: 0400 to 1300 hours  
  • Location: MLK Memorial  
  • Purpose: Demo to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.  
  • Participants: (30) listed on permit application  
  • Source: National Park Service

Tuesday, January 19, 2021:

- • Freedom March for Trump – 1/19/2021  
  • Time: 0800 hours  
  • Location: Washington Monument  
  • Purpose: Freedom march for Trump  
  • Participants: (5) committed / (18) interested  
  • Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/2788307491458381/

Wednesday, January 20, 2021:

- • (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) – 01/20/2021
- Reform America dba Created Equal – 01/20/2021
  - Time: 0530 to 1800 hours
  - Location: Southwest corner of U.S. Navy Memorial, 701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
  - Purpose: First Amendment pro-life display
  - Participants: (20) listed on permit application
  - Source: National Park Service

- No Justice, No Pride – 01/20/2021
  - Time: 0900 hours
  - Location: TBD
  - Purpose: #DisruptJ20
  - Participants: (28) committed / (158) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/

- MAGADay – 01/20/2021
  - Time: 0500 hours
  - Location: Washington, DC
  - Purpose: Oppose the Million Militia March
  - Participants: Unknown
  - Source: https://twitter.com/...; photo/1

- Showing America dba Reclaim the Streets — 01/20/2021
  - Time: TBD
  - Location: Washington, DC
  - Purpose: 70 Million Man March to stop the Biden Inauguration
  - Participants: (51) committed / (475) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events...

- MAGA Day – 01/20/2021
  - Time: 1100 hours
  - Location: U.S. Capitol
  - Purpose: Yellow Vest Protest #Shutdown Brunch
  - Participants: (35) committed / (160) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events...

- No Justice, No Pride – 01/20/2021
  - Time: 0900 hours
  - Location: TBD
  - Purpose: #DisruptJ20
  - Participants: (28) committed / (158) interested
  - Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
o Time: 1159 hours
o Location: U.S. Capitol
o Purpose: MAGA Day/Oppose Biden Inauguration
o Participants: (0) committed / (1) interested
o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

- 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1200 to 1500 hours
  o Location: Freedom Plaza
  o Purpose: Ygest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!
  o Participants: (37) committed / (261) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

- 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1200 hours
  o Location: TBD
  o Purpose: To celebrate President Trump’s 2021 Inauguration
  o Participants: (75) committed / (305) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

- 01/20/2021
  o Time: 1500 hours
  o Location: U.S. Capitol
  o Purpose: Trump Supporter Inaugural
  o Participants: (2) committed / (23) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

Thursday, January 21, 2021:

- 2 Million Bikers 2 DC – 01/21/2021
  o Time: 0900 to 1200 hours
  o Location: National Mall
  o Purpose: Support President Trump
  o Participants: (26) committed / (170) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

- 01/21/2021
  o Time: 0900 hours
  o Location: White House
  o Purpose: Trump’s Eviction Watch Party
  o Participants: (171) committed / (363) interested
  o Source: https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

- Black Pact – 01/21/2021
- **Time**: 1000 to 1700 hours  
  **Location**: Assemble at MLK Jr. Memorial for rally, then march to Lincoln Memorial  
  **Purpose**: Draw awareness to systemic racism and police brutality  
  **Participants**: (5,000) listed on permit application  
  **Source**: National Park Service

**Saturday, January 23, 2021:**

- **People Demand Action** – 01/23/2021  
  **Time**: 1200 to 1500 hours  
  **Location**: Lincoln Memorial  
  **Purpose**: National March for Black Lives  
  **Participants**: (21) committed / (150) interested  
  **Source**: [https://www.facebook.com/events/836926233723471/](https://www.facebook.com/events/836926233723471/)

- **Women for America First** – 01/23/2020  
  **Time**: 1200 to 1700 hours  
  **Location**: Freedom Plaza, Lincoln Memorial  
  **Purpose**: First Amendment rally to support President Trump  
  **Participants**: (5,000) listed on permit application  
  **Source**: National Park Service

**Thursday, January 28, through Sunday, January 31, 2021:**

- **STL Pro-Life Future** – 01/23/2021  
  **Time**: 1/28/2021 1600 hours – 1/31/2021 1200 hours  
  **Location**: TBD  
  **Purpose**: March for Life 2021 - Provide support for the unborn and advocate for pro-life cause  
  **Participants**: (11) committed / (40) interested  
  **Source**: [https://www.facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/)

**Friday, January 29, 2021:**

- **Women for America First** – 01/29/2020  
  **Time**: 0700 hours  
  **Location**: Washington Monument and National Mall  
  **Purpose**: March for Life  
  **Participants**: (50,000) listed on permit application  
  **Source**: National Park Service

- **Orthodox March for Life** – 01/29/2021  
  **Time**: 0830 to 1500 hours  
  **Location**: Washington, DC
- **Reform America dba Created Equal** – 01/29/2020
  - **Time:** 0900 hours
  - **Location:** Meade Statue (333 Constitution Avenue NW) / John Marshall Park
  - **Purpose:** Pro-life display
  - **Participants:** (25) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service

- **Center for Bio-Ethical Reforms** – 01/29/2020
  - **Time:** 0700 hours
  - **Location:** Washington Monument and National Mall
  - **Purpose:** Pro-life display
  - **Participants:** (25) listed on permit application
  - **Source:** National Park Service
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PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked Congress to amend the COVID-19 relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional social media chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump. Social media chatter focused on President Trump’s tweets regarding several rockets and failed rockets launched at the US Embassy in Baghdad.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to West Palm Beach for a conference. Social media users continued to discuss the Vice President’s decision to receive the COVID vaccine.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal. There was some social media chatter about DHS warning U.S. businesses against using Chinese “hardware and services.”
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OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- POTUS — Palm Beach, FL
- FLOTUS — Palm Beach, FL
  - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) — Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump — Bal Harbour, FL
  - Donald Trump Jr. — Palm Beach, FL
  - Eric Trump — Palm Beach, FL
  - Tiffany Trump — Washington, DC
- VPOTUS — en route Vail, CO
- SLOTUS — en route Vail, CO
- A/DHS Secretary — Alexandria, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 7

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 2

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) daily during the shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:
   - (private)
   - (Twitter) (private)
   - Instagram
     - Only Fans) (deactivated by platform)
     - Only Fans) (deleted)
     - Twitch.tv
   - Instagram) (inactive)
   - Instagram) (inactive)
   - Instagram) (inactive)
   - Instagram) (inactive)
   - Instagram) (inactive)
   - Facebook) (private)
   - Facebook) (private)
2. OSB was requested to conduct checks on [(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)] during each shift and any information of protective intelligence value should be sent to R1, SA [(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)] and ATSAIC [(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)]

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 51

1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily Women for a Great America (NRID) will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL)
   • https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

2. On 12/24/20, from 1:15 PM to 4:45 PM, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. The group intends to start the motorcade at 2:00 and conclude at 4:45 with a candlelight moment of silence. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

3. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington, DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

4. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group Action 4 Assange (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Demand an End To The Rendition” at the British Embassy. The purpose of the event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 is going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   • A GoFundMe page was created by AnDrew Zigmund Smith (NRID) and has raised $3,219.
   • https://www.gofundme.com/f/demand-an-end-to-the-rendition
   • https://twitter.com/action_4assange/status/1338519357832441856
   • https://facebook.com/2797725100478255

5. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual [(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)] will host a demonstration called “BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally” at the White House. The purpose of this event is to “rally for a Trump Victory.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 15 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/[(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)]
6. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “March on Congress Caravan” at 1st St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida and support the United States and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 person is going, and 0 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

7. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “We the people need transparency!” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

8. On 01/06/21 at 7:00 AM, the group [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Wild Protest for Donald Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 person is going, and 2 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694466463/
   - https://wildprotest.com/

9. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group [NRID] will host a demonstration called “March on Congress” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going, and 23 is interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/389855825655250/
   - https://wildprotest.com/

10. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March” at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 25 are interested. (RMD)
    - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

11. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.” The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 5 interested. (MJC)
    - https://www.facebook.com/events/222688239238339

12. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Patriot Protest March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 3 are interested. (RMD)
    - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

13. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “protest against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected.” There is
no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)

14. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual will host a demonstration called “Patriot Gathering” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “join together on this day. In support of our election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events

15. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual will host a demonstration called “Trump Rally Jan 6” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 12 person is going, and 12 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events

16. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Stop the Steal.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://stopthesteal.us/
   - https://parler.com/profile/stopthesteal

17. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group MAGA Marches New Jersey Page and the individual will host a demonstration called “Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 314 are going and 1.3K are interested. (MJC)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events

18. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called “Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.” The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 3 people are planning to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP)
   - www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

19. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The website indicates 321 people are going. (SRM)
   - https://millionmagamarch.us
   - https://twitter.com/MillionMagaMarch/status/1340205980827705344
20. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, **Patriot Party (NRID)** and private citizen [b](b)(6), [b](b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are interested. (SRM)
   - [https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events) [b](b)(6), [b](b)(7)(C) (unavailable)

21. On 01/06/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual [b](b)(6), [b](b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Stop the Steal March #BeThere” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 39 people are going, and 306 are interested. (RMD)
   - [https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events) [b](b)(6), [b](b)(7)(C)

22. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, **Women for America First (NRID)** and **March for Trump (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - [https://trumpmarch.com/](https://trumpmarch.com/)
   - FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

23. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address **SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID)** will host a protest called “The Take Back of Washington, DC.” The group claims “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD)
   - [https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154](https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154)

24. On 01/16/21, the group **The Patriot Action for America (NRID)** will host a demonstration for “American Patriots Nationwide”. The group website states “This is not a government overthrow”, but rather “about citizens taking action due to the lack of action by those who are supposed to be guarding America, and her existence, from ‘All enemies, foreign and domestic”. The group’s website does not currently indicate a specific location or expected numbers for the event. (MJC)
   - [https://www.pafa2021.com](https://www.pafa2021.com)

25. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user **@BansheeActual (NRID)** will host a demonstration called, “Refuse to be silenced.” According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to “demand freedom, end the corruption, and stand up for liberty.” Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG)
   - The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogalooobois and #thehibiscussociety
   - Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away from the Boogaloo Movement
   - @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.
   - [https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6](https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6) (Event deleted)
   - [https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248debg52c8437396101ec](https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248debg52c8437396101ec) (Event deleted)
26. On 01/18/21 from 12:00 PM to 01/22/21 at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “LATINOS FOR TRUMP EL PASO CARAVAN TO DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to celebrate the “inauguration for President Trump.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is planning on attending, 10 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

27. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, Freedom March for Trump (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called “Freedom March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 12 are going and 37 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

28. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) will host an event called “70MILLION MAN MARCH” in Washington, DC (specific location not provided). The purpose of the event is to “stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden.” There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 59 people are planning on attending and 485 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

29. On 01/20/21, at 7:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “The Shaming of The Donald” at The White House. The purpose of this event is to “point and laugh as Donald ‘the douche’ Trump leaves office.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 11 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

30. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the White House called “Not My President Rally.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

31. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March on Washington DC if Joe Biden is Inaugurated!!!!” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to march on the streets and demand due process as “Donald J Trump won the re-election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 12 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

32. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) will host a demonstration called “LESBIAN U-HAUL TRUMP OUT PARADE” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to parade to DC to help move President Trump out. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

33. On 01/20/21, at 2:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MARCH AGAINST THE ATF AND BIDEN ADMINISTRATION FOR OUR 2A RIGHTS!” in
Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to protest against being disarmed. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going and 2 are interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events

34. On 01/20/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Trump supporter inauguration (peaceful protest)” at the US Capitol. The purpose of this event is to protest the inauguration of Joe Biden. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 40 are interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events

35. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration at 1st St SE called “Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are interested. (SRM)
- https://www.facebook.com/events

36. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Peaceful Inauguration Protest” at McPherson Sq NW. The purpose of this event is to protest the two party paradigm of the current political system. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 9 are interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events

37. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID) will host a demonstration called “#DisruptJ20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
- No Justice No Pride is RID for one demonstration at the Naval Observatory on 6/26/20 (673-0091724). No arrests or incidents were reported.

38. On 01/20/21, at 11:59 AM, the group MAGAday (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MAGAday” at the US Capitol Building. The purpose of this event is to display support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

39. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM [NRID] will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 42 are going and 301 are interested. (NFG)
- https://www.facebook.com/events

40. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianablackCaucus (I), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID) (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota
will host a rally titled, “Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally”. The event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will “demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of the United States.” The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per Facebook: 17 going and 86 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

41. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM [NRID] will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook: 30 going with 38 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

42. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID) and American Patriots USA (NRID) led by [NRID] will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 members. (RRP)

- https://wimkin.com/mmm
- https://twitter.com/status
- [NRID] is RID after his ex-spouse reported “HE ALLEGEDLY ATTENDED A CLINTON RALLY IN SEATTLE, WA DURING 10-92 & WORE A DISGUISE TO GET CLOSE TO CLINTON. ADVISED SUBJ THREATENED TO KILL HER IN PAST & ONCE PUNCHED HER IN THE HEAD & TRIED TO CHoke HER. FURTHER ADVISED SHE HAD A RESTRAINING ORDER ON SUBJ. 05-10-93 SUBJ INTVD; DENIED HE MADE THREATENING STMTS. ADMITTED HE ATTENDED SEATTLE, WA CLINTON RALLY IN 10-92 ONLY TO “GET A LOOK” AT CLINTON & DENIED HE WORE A DISGUISE.”

43. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM [NRID] will host an event at the White House called, “Trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 176 going and 370 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

44. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a “divisive and torturous 4 years” and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 70 going with 109 interested. (KNS)

- www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451

45. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites.” The purpose
of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the “party of coastal elites.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 60 are interested. (SRM)
• https://facebook.com/events

46. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called “National March for Black Lives.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)
• https://facebook.com/events/836926233723471

47. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, Code Pink (RID) will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called “DC says no to war on Yemen!” The purpose of this demonstration is to protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
• https://www.codepink.org/1252021
• Code Pink is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

48. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, STL Pro-Life Future (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM)
• https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/
• FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

49. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Orthodox March for Life (NRID) and Orthodox Christian Network (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM)
• https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

50. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, March for Life (RID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “2021 March for Life.” The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going and 1.3K are interested. (SRM)
• https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/
• March for Life is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.
51. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked congress to amend the COVID-19 relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional social media chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump. Social media chatter focused on President Trump’s tweets regarding several rockets and failed rockets launched at the US Embassy in Baghdad.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to West Palm Beach for a conference. Social media users continued to discuss the Vice President’s decision to receive the COVID vaccine.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal. There was some social media chatter about DHS warning U.S. businesses against using Chinese “hardware and services.”
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- **VPOTUS** — Vail, CO
- **SLOTUS** — Vail, CO
- **A/DHS Secretary** — Alexandria, VA
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PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

**POTUS Trump**

News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked congress to amend the COVID-19 relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional social media chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump. Social media chatter focused on President Trump’s tweets regarding several rockets and failed rockets launched at the US Embassy in Baghdad.

**VPOTUS Pence**

News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to Vail, CO for the holidays.

**Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf**

News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.

V/r,
OSB SHIFT BRIEFING SHEET
12/24/20 @ 0600

OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region
• POTUS – Palm Beach, FL
• FLOTUS – Palm Beach, FL
  o [b](6), [b](7)(C) – Washington, DC
  o Ivanka Trump – Bal Harbour, FL
  o Donald Trump Jr. – Palm Beach, FL
  o Eric Trump – Palm Beach, FL
  o Tiffany Trump – Washington, DC
• VPOTUS – Vail, CO
• SLOTUS – Vail, CO
• A/DHS Secretary – Alexandria, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 2

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 2

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on [b](6), [b](7)(C) daily during the [b](7)(E) shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Twitter)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Only Fans) (deactivated by platform)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Only Fans) (deleted)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Twitch.tv)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   • [b](6), [b](7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
2. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) during each shift and any information of protective intelligence value should be sent to R1, SA (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and ATSAIC (b)(6), (b)(7)(C).

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 51

1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily Women for a Great America (NRID) will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL)
   - https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

2. On 12/24/20, from 1:15 PM to 4:45 PM, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. The group intends to start the motorcade at 2:00 and conclude at 4:45 with a candlelit moment of silence. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   - https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

3. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington, DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   - https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

4. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group Action 4 Assange (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Demand an End To The Rendition” at the British Embassy. The purpose of the event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 is going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   - A GoFundMe page was created by AnDrew Zigmund Smith (NRID) and has raised $3,219.
   - https://twitter.com/action_4assange/status/1338519357832441856
   - https://facebook.com/2797725100478255

5. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally” at the White House. The purpose of this event is to “rally for a Trump Victory.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 19 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
6. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “March on Congress Caravan” at 1st St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida and support the United States and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person is going, and 0 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

7. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “We the people need transparency!” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

8. On 01/06/21 at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Wild Protest for Donald Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694466463/

9. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March on Congress” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 people are going, and 24 is interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/389855825655250/
   • https://wildprotest.com/

10. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March” at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 26 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

11. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group ACActual Reality Report (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.” The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 5 interested. (MJC)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/222688239238339

12. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Patriot Protest March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 4 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

13. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “protest against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected.” There is
no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)

14. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Patriot Gathering” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “join together on this day. In support of our election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)

15. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Trump Rally Jan 6” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 person is going, and 16 are interested. (RMD)

16. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Stop the Steal.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)

17. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group MAGA Marches New Jersey Page (NRID) and the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 359 are going and 1.4K are interested. (MJC)

18. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID) will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called “Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.” The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 3 people are planning to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP)

19. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The website indicates 399 people are going. (SRM)
20. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, **Patriot Party (NRID)** and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (unavailable)

21. On 01/06/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “Stop the Steal March #BeThere” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 52 people are going, and 351 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

22. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, **Women for America First (NRID)** and **March for Trump (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://trumpmarch.com/
   - FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

23. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID) will host a protest called “The Take Back of Washington, DC.” The group claims “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD)
   - https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154 (unavailable)

24. On 01/16/21, the group **The Patriot Action for America (NRID)** will host a demonstration for “American Patriots Nationwide”. The group website states “This is not a government overthrow”, but rather “about citizens taking action due to the lack of action by those who are supposed to be guarding America, and her existence, from ‘All enemies, foreign and domestic”. The group’s website does not currently indicate a specific location or expected numbers for the event. (MJC)
   - https://www.pafa2021.com

25. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID) will host a demonstration called, “Refuse to be silenced.” According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to “demand freedom, end the corruption, and stand up for liberty.” Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG)
   - The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogalooobois and #thehibiscussociety
   - Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away from the Boogaloo Movement
   - @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.
     - https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b94a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6 (unavailable)
     - https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec (unavailable)
26. On 01/18/21 from 12:00 PM to 01/22/21 at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “LATINOS FOR TRUMP EL PASO CARAVAN TO DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to celebrate the “inauguration for President Trump.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is planning on attending, 12 are interested. (RMD)
  - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

27. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, Freedom March for Trump (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called “Freedom March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 37 are interested. (SRM)
  - https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

28. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and Rich Nation (NRID) will host an event called “70MILLION MAN MARCH” in Washington, DC (specific location not provided). The purpose of the event is to “stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden.” There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 59 people are planning on attending and 485 are interested. (RMD)
  - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

29. On 01/20/21, at 7:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “The Shaming of The Donald” at The White House. The purpose of this event is to “point and laugh as Donald ‘the douche’ Trump leaves office.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 11 are interested. (RMD)
  - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

30. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at the White House called “Not My President Rally.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM)
  - https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

31. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “March on Washington DC if Joe Biden is Inaugurated!!!!” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to march on the streets and demand due process as “Donald J Trump won the re-election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 12 are interested. (RMD)
  - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

32. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “LESBIAN U-HAUL TRUMP OUT PARADE” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to parade to DC to help move President Trump out. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
  - https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

33. On 01/20/21, at 2:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration called “MARCH AGAINST THE ATF AND BIDEN ADMINISTRATION FOR OUR 2A RIGHTS!” in
Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to protest against being disarmed. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going and 2 are interested. (RMD)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

34. On 01/20/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Trump supporter inauguration (peaceful protest)” at the US Capitol. The purpose of this event is to protest the inauguration of Joe Biden. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 40 are interested. (RMD)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

35. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration at 1st St SE called “Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration.” The purpose of this demonstration is show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are interested. (SRM)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

36. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Peaceful Inauguration Protest” at McPherson Sq NW. The purpose of this event is to protest the two party paradigm of the current political system. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 9 are interested. (RMD)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

37. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID) will host a demonstration called “#DisruptJ20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)

- https://www.facebook.com/events/583495772257162/
- No Justice No Pride is RID for one demonstration at the Naval Observatory on 6/26/20 (673-0091724). No arrests or incidents were reported.

38. On 01/20/21, at 11:59 AM, the group MAGAday (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MAGAday” at the US Capitol Building. The purpose of this event is to display support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)

- https://www.facebook.com/events/193628438965246/

39. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM [NRID] will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 42 are going and 301 are interested. (NFG)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

40. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianablackCaucus (NRID), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota
(NRID) will host a rally titled, “Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally”. The event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will “demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of the United States.” The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per Facebook; 17 going and 86 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

41. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM, (NRID) will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook; 30 going with 38 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

42. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID) and American Patriots USA (NRID) led by (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 members. (RRP)

- https://wimkin.com/mmm
- https://twitter.com/status

43. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM, (NRID) will host an event at the White House called, “Trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 176 going and 370 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

44. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump’s removal from the White House and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 70 going with 109 interested. (KNS)

- www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451

45. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites.” The purpose
of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the “party of coastal elites.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 60 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/6

46. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called “National March for Black Lives.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/836926233723471

47. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, Code Pink (RID) will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called “DC says no to war on Yemen!” The purpose of this demonstration is to protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)

- https://www.codepink.org/1252021
- Code Pink is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

48. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, STL Pro-Life Future (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/
- FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

49. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Orthodox March for Life (NRID) and Orthodox Christian Network (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

50. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, March for Life (RID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “2021 March for Life.” The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going and 1.3K are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/
- March for Life is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.
51. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly asked congress to amend the COVID-19 relief bill. There was continued chatter regarding a Twitter post by President Trump stating there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional social media chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump. Social media chatter focused on President Trump’s tweets regarding several rockets and failed rockets launched at the US Embassy in Baghdad.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to Vail, CO for the holidays.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.
From: [b][b][b](b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [PID] [b][b][b]
Sent: Thu, 24 Dec 2020 13:34:02 -0500
To: OSU-ALL;PIOCSUPS;PIOC;EOBPDL;faball;idsas;PID.COSIPROTA
Subject: OSB Shift Briefing Sheet 12/24/20 @1400
Attachments: 12-24-20 @ 1400.docx

OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region
- POTUS — Palm Beach, FL
- FLOTUS — Palm Beach, FL
  - [b](b)(6), (b)(7)(C) — Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump — Bal Harbour, FL
  - Donald Trump Jr. — Palm Beach, FL
  - Eric Trump — Wilmington, NC
  - Tiffany Trump — Washington, DC
- VPOTUS — Vail, CO
- SLOTUS — Vail, CO
- A/DHS Secretary — Arlington, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 6

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 2

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 56

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump’s veto of the National Defense Authorization Act and potential veto of the COVID-19 relief bill. Social media users continued to discuss a Twitter post by President Trump calling for a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to Vail, Colorado for the holidays.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.
OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- POTUS – Palm Beach, FL
- FLOTUS – Palm Beach, FL
  - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) – Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump – Bal Harbour, FL
  - Donald Trump Jr. – Palm Beach, FL
  - Eric Trump – Wilmington, NC
  - Tiffany Trump – Washington, DC
- VPOTUS – Vail, CO
- SLOTUS – Vail, CO
- A/DHS Secretary – Arlington, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 6

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 2

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) daily during the (b)(7)(E) shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Only Fans) (deleted)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitch.tv)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
2. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) during each shift and any information of protective intelligence value should be sent to R1, SA (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and ATSAI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C).

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 56

1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily Women for a Great America (NRID) will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL)
   • https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

2. On 12/24/20, from 1:15 PM to 4:45 PM, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. The group intends to start the motorcade at 2:00 and conclude at 4:45 with a candlelit moment of silence. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

3. On 12/26/20, from 10:30 AM to 2:00 PM, United Punjabi (RID) will host a demonstration at the Embassy of India in Washington DC called “Washington DC Farmers Protest Embassy of India.” The group plans to meet at the Embassy at 10:30 AM and begin demonstrating at 12:00 PM. The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for the farmers of Punjab. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 9 are going and 20 are interested. (SRM)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/731027767515184
   • United Punjabi is of record for a demonstration at the Embassy of India on 12/09/20, which concluded without arrests or incident.

4. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington, DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/

5. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group Action 4 Assange (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Demand an End To The Rendition” at the British Embassy. The purpose of the event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 is going and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   • A GoFundMe page was created by (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID and has raised $3,219.
   • https://www.gofundme.com/f/demand-an-end-to-the-rendition
6. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual [b](6), [b](7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally” at the White House. The purpose of this event is to “rally for a Trump Victory.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 19 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events [b](6), [b](7)(C)

7. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individual [b](6), [b](7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “March on Congress Caravan” at 1st St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida and support the United Stated and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 3 person is going, and 0 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events [b](6), [b](7)(C)

8. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual [b](6), [b](7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “We the people need transparency!” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events [b](6), [b](7)(C)

9. On 01/06/21 at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Wild Protest for Donald Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694464643/
   • https://wildprotest.com/

10. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumpaign [NRID] will host a demonstration called “March on Congress” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 people are going, and 24 is interested. (RMD)
    • https://www.facebook.com/events/389855825655250/

11. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual [b](6), [b](7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March” at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 26 are interested. (RMD)
    • https://www.facebook.com/events [b](6), [b](7)(C)

12. On 01/06/21, from 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Frederick County Conservative Club [NRID] will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group plans on arriving at Freedom Plaza from Frederick, MD, at 9:00 AM and departing DC at 3:30 PM. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 28 are going and 88 are interested. (SRM)
    • https://www.facebook.com/events/2957725841180717
13. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group Actual Reality Report (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.” The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 5 interested. (MIC)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/222688239238339

14. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Patriot Protest March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 4 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

15. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest” at the U.S. Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “protest against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

16. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Patriot Gathering” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “join together on this day. In support of our election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

17. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, private citizen (b)(8), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “President Trump’s Calling on Patriots to Protest in Washington D.C. January 6th @ the National Mall.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the pro-Trump demonstrations as a contingency from Texas. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 31 are going and 29 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(8), (b)(7)(C)

18. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Trump Rally Jan 6” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 13 person is going, and 16 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

19. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steal (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Stop the Steal.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://stopthesteal.us/
   - https://parler.com/profile/stopthesteal
20. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group **MAGA Marches New Jersey Page (NRID)** and the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 359 are going and 1.4K are interested. (MJC)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/bio/46)

21. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group **Approve This Message (NRID)** will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called “Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.” The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 3 people are planning to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP)
   - www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

22. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, **Million MAGA March (NRID)** will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March – Round III.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The website indicates 407 people are going. (SRM)
   - https://millionmagamarch.us
   - https://twitter.com/MilionMagaMarch/status/1340205980827705344
   - https://twitter.com/MilionMagaMarch/status/1340210561842356224

23. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, **Patriot Party (NRID)** and private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/bio/46) (unavailable)

24. On 01/06/21, at 1:00 PM, **Insurgence USA (NRID)** and **Protest Live (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “No Fascist in DC – March Against Fascism.” The group intends to meet at the Washington Monument. The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against fascism. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 5 are going and 45 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/991847457972620

25. On 01/06/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Stop the Steal March #BeThere” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 52 people are going, and 351 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/bio/46)
26. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, **Women for America First (NRID)** and **March for Trump (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://trumpmarch.com/
   - FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

27. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address **SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID)** will host a protest called “The Take Back of Washington, DC.” The group claims “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD)
   - https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154 (unavailable)

28. On 01/16/21, the group **The Patriot Action for America (NRID)** will host a demonstration for “American Patriots Nationwide”. The group website states “This is not a government overthrow”, but rather “about citizens taking action due to the lack of action by those who are supposed to be guarding America, and her existence, from ‘All enemies, foreign and domestic’”. The group’s website does not currently indicate a specific location or expected numbers for the event. (MJC)
   - https://www.pafa2021.com

29. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID) will host a demonstration called, “Refuse to be silenced.” According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to “demand freedom, end the corruption, and stand up for liberty.” Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG)
   - The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogalooobs and #thehibiscussociety
   - Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away from the Boogaloo Movement
   - @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.
   - https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6 (unavailable)
   - https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec (unavailable)

30. On 01/18/21 from 12:00 PM to 01/22/21 at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “LATINOS FOR TRUMP EL PASO CARAVIN TO DC” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to celebrate the “inauguration for President Trump.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is planning on attending, 12 are interested. (RMD)
   - https://www.facebook.com/events/615740190391364 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

31. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, **Freedom March for Trump (NRID)** and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called “Freedom March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 37 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/615740190391364 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

32. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event called “70MILLION MAN MARCH” in Washington, DC (specific location not provided).
The purpose of the event is to “stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden.” There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 59 people are planning on attending and 485 are interested. (RMD)

33. On 01/20/21, at 7:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “The Shaming of The Donald” at The White House. The purpose of this event is to “point and laugh as Donald ‘the douche’ Trump leaves office.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 11 are interested. (RMD)

34. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration at the White House called “Not My President Rally.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM)

35. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “March on Washington DC if Joe Biden is Inaugurated!!!!” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to march on the streets and demand due process as “Donald J Trump won the re-election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 12 are interested. (RMD)

36. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “LESBIAN U-HAUL TRUMP OUT PARADE” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to parade to DC to help move President Trump out. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)

37. On 01/20/21, at 2:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “MARCH AGAINST THE ATF AND BIDEN ADMINISTRATION FOR OUR 2A RIGHTS!” in Washington, DC. The purpose of this event is to protest against being disarmed. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going and 2 are interested. (RMD)

38. On 01/20/21, at 3:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Trump supporter inauguration (peaceful protest)” at the US Capitol. The purpose of this event is to protest the inauguration of Joe Biden. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going and 40 are interested. (RMD)

39. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration at 1st St SE called “Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration.” The purpose of this demonstration is show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are interested. (SRM)
40. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the individual (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Peaceful Inauguration Protest” at McPherson Sq NW. The purpose of this event is to protest the two party paradigm of the current political system. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 people are going and 9 are interested. (RMD)

41. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID) will host a demonstration called “#DisruptJ20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)

42. On 01/20/21, at 10:00 AM, Conservative Hype House (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Inauguration Day March on DC.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against President Elect Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 7 are going and 12 are interested. (SRM)

43. On 01/20/21, at 11:59 AM, the group MAGAday (NRID) will host a demonstration called “MAGAday” at the US Capitol Building. The purpose of this event is to display support for President Trump. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 people are going and 1 is interested. (RMD)

44. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 42 are going and 301 are interested. (NFG)

45. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianablackCaucus (), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota (NRID) will host a rally titled, “inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally”. The event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will “demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of the United States.” The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per Facebook; 17 going and 86 interested. (KNS)

46. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years.
where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook: 30 going with 38 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

47. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID) and American Patriots USA (NRID) led by will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 members. (RRP)

- https://wimkin.com/mmm
- https://twitter.com/status
- is RID after his ex-spouse reported “HE ALLEGEDLY ATTENDED A CLINTON RALLY IN SEATTLE, WA DURING 10-92 & WORE A DISGUISE TO GET CLOSE TO CLINTON. ADVISED SUBJ THREATENED TO KILL HER IN PAST & ONCE PUNCHED HER IN THE HEAD & TRIED TO CHOKE HER. FURTHER ADVISED SHE HAD A RESTRAINING ORDER ON SUBJ. 05-10-93 SUBJ INTVD; DENIED HE MADE THREATENING STMTS. ADMITTED HE ATTENDED SEATTLE, WA CLINTON RALLY IN 10-92 ONLY TO "GET A LOOK" AT CLINTON & DENIED HE WORE A DISGUISE.”

48. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM, (NRID) will host an event at the White House called, “trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 176 going and 370 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

49. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a “divisive and torturous 4 years” and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 70 going with 109 interested. (KNS)

- www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451

50. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the “party of coastal elites.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 60 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events

51. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called “National March for Black Lives.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)
52. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, Code Pink (RID) will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called “DC says no to war on Yemen!” The purpose of this demonstration is to protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   • https://www.codepink.org/1252021
   • Code Pink is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

53. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, STL Pro-Life Future (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM)
   • https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/
   • FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

54. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Orthodox March for Life (NRID) and Orthodox Christian Network (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM)
   • https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

55. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, March for Life (RID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “2021 March for Life.” The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going and 1.3K are interested. (SRM)
   • https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/
   • March for Life is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.

56. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM)
   • https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/
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PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump’s veto of the National Defense Authorization Act and potential veto of the COVID-19 relief bill. Social media users continued to discuss a Twitter post by President Trump calling for a “big protest in D.C. on January 6.” Additional chatter focused on the pardons and commutations issued by President Trump.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter focused on the Vice President’s trip to Vail, Colorado for the holidays.

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.
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- VPOTUS – Washington, DC
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SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly downplaying the reported Russian computer hack against U.S. government agencies and businesses. A Twitter post by President Trump stated there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6,” which gained significant social media attention. Social media users discussed President Trump invoking martial law in an attempt to stay in office.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter continued to focus on VPOTUS and SLOTUS receiving the COVID vaccine. Social media users continued to respond to VPOTUS’ announcement that Space Force troops will be called “Guardians.”

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary was limited. Most social media chatter related to the proposed on-coming secretary and reopening the DACA program. There was also some chatter regarding a whistleblower who was allegedly “pressed to exaggerate leftist role” during the protests in Portland, OR.
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(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Protective Intelligence Research Specialist
U.S. Secret Service
PID | Open Source Branch
Desk: (b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- POTUS — Washington, DC
- FLOTUS — Washington, DC
  - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) — Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump — Washington, DC
  - Donald Trump Jr. — Kill Devil Hills, NC
  - Eric Trump — Palm Beach, FL
  - Tiffany Trump — Dubai, UAE
- VPOTUS — Washington, DC
- SLOTUS — Washington, DC
- A/DHS Secretary — Alexandria, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 6

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 1

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) daily during the (b)(7)(E) shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Twitter)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Only Fans) (deactivated by platform)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Only Fans) (deleted)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Twitch.tv)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
   - (b)(6); (b)(7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily **Women for a Great America (NRID)** will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL)
   • https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

2. On 12/20/20 and 12/21/20, from 4:00 PM to 3:00 PM, **People for Fairness Campaign (NRID)** will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza in DC called “Annual Homeless Memorial Vigil.” The purpose of this vigil is to speak out for the homeless. The group intends on hosting events overnight at Freedom Plaza beginning with an opening ceremony on 12/20/20 at 4:00 PM, a fellowship program at 5:30 PM, and an “overnight challenge” from 9:00 PM to 8:00 AM on 12/21/20. On

3. 12/21/20, the group will host advocacy and action at 9:00 AM, a memorial service at 12:00 PM, press conference at 1:00 PM, and info session at 3:00 PM. While the event appears stationary, social media images suggest possible walking or marching. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   • https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2020-homeless-memorial-vigil-tickets-131392637917

4. On 12/21/20, from 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration at Black Lives Matter Plaza. The purpose of the event is to support the Saharawi People in Morocco. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application listed 30-50 participants were expected to attend. (AEF)

5. On 12/24/20, at an unknown time, **Wright Family Foundation (NRID)** will host a motorcade in Washington DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/CI3I0dmhrSo/
   • FYSA: The news article published on 12/17/20 indicated a start time will be posted to the group’s Instagram account next week.

6. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, **Wright Family Foundation (NRID)** will host a motorcade in Washington, DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/CI3I0dmhrSo/
7. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group **Action 4 Assange (NRID)** will host a demonstration called **“Demand an End To The Rendition”** at the British Embassy. The purpose of the event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention of civil disobedience. Participant numbers are unavailable at this time. (RMD)
   - A GoFundMe page was created by (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID) and has raised $2,062.
   - [https://twitter.com/action_4assange/status/1338519357832441856](https://twitter.com/action_4assange/status/1338519357832441856)

8. On 01/06/20, at 9:00 AM, the group **ACActual Reality Report (NRID)** will host a demonstration called **“Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.”** The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 2 interested. (MJC)
   - [https://www.facebook.com/events/222588239238339](https://www.facebook.com/events/222588239238339)

9. On 01/06/20, at 12:00 PM, the group **MAGA Marches New Jersey Page (NRID)** and the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called **“Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”**. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 121 are going and 681 are interested. (MJC)
   - [https://www.facebook.com/events](https://www.facebook.com/events)

10. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, the group **Stop the Steal (NRID)** will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called **“Stop the Steal.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - [https://stopthesteal.us/](https://stopthesteal.us/)
   - [https://parler.com/profile/stopthesteal](https://parler.com/profile/stopthesteal)

11. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, the group **Women for America First (NRID)** and **March for Trump (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called **“March for Trump.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - [https://trumpmarch.com/](https://trumpmarch.com/)
   - FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

12. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group **I Approve This Message (NRID)** will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called **“Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.”** The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re
Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 people are planning to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP)

- www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

13. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthevote. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)

- https://twitter.com/MillionMagaMarch/status/1340205980827705344
- https://twitter.com/MillionMagaMarch/status/1340210561842356224
- FYSA: Review of the website https://millionmagamarch.us yielded no new or additional content at this time.

14. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Patriot Party (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are interested. (SRM)

- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

15. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID) will host a protest called “The Take Back of Washington, DC.” The group claims “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD)

- https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154

16. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID) will host a demonstration called, “Refuse to be silenced.” According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to “demand freedom, end the corruption, and stand up for liberty.” Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG)

- The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogaloobois and #thehibiscussociety
- Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away from the Boogaloo Movement
- @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.

- https://parler.com/post/8979c3f72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6
- https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec

17. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, Freedom March for Trump (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called “Freedom March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 10 are going and 28 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
18. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individuals [redacted] Rich Nation [redacted] will host an event called “70MILLION MAN MARCH” in Washington, DC (specific location not provided). The purpose of the event is to “stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden.” There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 56 people are planning on attending and 479 are interested. (RMD)
   • [redacted]

19. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen [redacted] will host a demonstration at the White House called “Not My President Rally.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM)
   • [redacted]

20. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizen [redacted] will host a demonstration at 1st St SE called “Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration.” The purpose of this demonstration is show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are interested. (SRM)
   • [redacted]

21. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride [redacted] will host a demonstration called “#Disrupt20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)
   • [redacted]

22. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic [redacted] and American Patriots USA [redacted] led by [redacted] will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 members. (RRP)
   • [redacted]

23. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM [redacted] will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the
demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 42 are going and 299 are interested. (NFG)

24. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianaBlackCaucus (NRID), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota (NRID) will host a rally titled, “Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally”. The event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will “demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of the United States.” The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per Facebook; 16 going and 75 interested. (KNS)

25. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianaBlackCaucus (NRID), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota (NRID) will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook, 29 going with 37 interested. (KNS)

26. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM American Gay Adventures (NRID) will host an event at the White House called, “trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 154 going and 289 interested. This is being relayed for situational awareness purposes. (KNS)

27. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a “divisive and torturous 4 years” and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 68 going with 107 interested. (KNS)

28. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the “party of coastal elites.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 60 are interested. (SRM)
29. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, **People Demand Action (NRID)** will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called **“National March for Black Lives.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/836926233723471

30. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, **Code Pink (RID)** will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called **“DC says no to war on Yemen!”** The purpose of this demonstration is to “protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   - https://www.codepink.org/1252021
   - **Code Pink** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

31. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, **STL Pro-Life Future (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called **“March for Life 2021.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/
   - FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

32. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, **Orthodox March for Life (NRID) and Orthodox Christian Network (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called **“Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

33. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, **March for Life (RID)** will host a demonstration at the National Mall called **“2021 March for Life.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going and 1.3K are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/
   - **March for Life** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.

34. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, **National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called **“March for Life 2021.”** The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM)
   - https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/
SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS — Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly downplaying the reported Russian computer hack against U.S. government agencies and businesses. A Twitter post by President Trump stated there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6,” which gained significant social media attention. Social media users discussed President Trump invoking martial law in an attempt to stay in office.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter continued to focus on VPOTUS and SLOTUS receiving the COVID vaccine. Social media users continued to respond to VPOTUS’ announcement that Space Force troops will be called “Guardians.”

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary was limited. Most social media chatter related to the proposed on-coming secretary and reopening the DACA program. There was also some chatter regarding a whistleblower who was allegedly “pressed to exaggerate leftist role” during the protests in Portland, OR.
Good Evening Gentlemen,

Below you will find a summary for the visit of [BL] and First Family to West Palm Beach, Florida on 12/23/20 through 1/1/21.

**12/21/20 Updates:**
- Post Stander Logistics/Reporting Instructions were sent out to all post standers/supervisors assigned to the visit.
- Staff has advised there will not be a friends and family pen at Site 1 (Airport), and not to expect photos upon departure.
- 2nd Supervisor walkthrough times have been adjusted.
- Tentative First Family Visit Durations added.
- PI: The visit was mentioned briefly on local news however motorcade routes and sensitive information were not mentioned. USSS/MIA forwarded information to the PIOC regarding a “sonic attack on POTUS on January 6, 2021”. That information was received, evaluated, and researched. It was determined that there would be no PIOC alert and the report would be forwarded to Region 3. The “sonic attack” tipster was interviewed by USSS/MIA/JTTF on 12/21/2020 and the information was passed to PID. The tip was not specific to our visit. Additionally, at this time, this tip has not been deemed credible.
- Car Plane Times for [BL]
  - Car Plane A
    - Load — [BL]
    - Go — [BL]
    - Arrival — [BL]
  - Car Plane B
    - Load — [BL]
    - Go — [BL]
    - Arrive — [BL]

**Visit Timeline for [BL]**

**Wednesday, December 23, 2020:**
- [BL] hrs Wheels-down PBI
- [BL] hrs Depart PBI en-route Mar-a-Lago via motorcade
- [BL] hrs Arrive Mar-a-Lago via motorcade

**Thursday, December 24, 2020 – Thursday, December 31, 2020:**
*Open Schedule for duration of visit at Mar-a-Lago,*
Expected OTR Golf Movements each morning

Events of Note
- 12/24 (b)(7)(E) — “NORAD Tracks Santa” Phone Call
- 12/25 (b)(7)(E) — VTC call at 1100 HRS (Approximate Time)
- 12/27 (b)(7)(E) — Possible Sunday Dinner at Trump International Golf Club at 1900 HRS (Approximate Time)
- 12/31 (b)(7)(E) — New Year’s Eve Dinner at Mar-a-Lago at 1900 HRS (Approximate Time)

Friday, January 1, 2021:
TBD hrs Depart Mar-a-Lago en route PBI via motorcade
TBD hrs Arrive PBI via motorcade
TBD hrs Depart PBI en route Washington DC (JBA) via AF1

Tentative First Family Trip Durations at Mar-A-Lago:
- 12/18/20 – 12/24/20 returning 12/27/20-1/3/20
- 12/23/20 – TBD
- 12/28/20-1/11/20
- Arrive via AF1 12/23/20-1/3/21

PPD Advance Team:

MIA Advance Team:
Sites:

Site 1 (Airport)
Palm Beach International Airport
Atlantic Aviation
3800 Southern Blvd
West Palm Beach, FL
Site SAs:
- (b)(6); (b)(7)(C); (b)(7)(E)

Site 2 (RON)
Mar-a-Largo Club
1100 S. Ocean Blvd.
Palm Beach, FL 33480
Site SAs:
- (b)(6); (b)(7)(C); (b)(7)(E)

Site 3 (Golf/OTR)
Trump International Golf Club West Palm Beach
3505 Summit Blvd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
Site SAs:
- (b)(6); (b)(7)(C); (b)(7)(E)

Manpower numbers below:
Post Standers:

INV received the manpower request and approved post standers for the visit out of district post standers and in district post standers.

Uniform Division Manpower Request:

Walk-thru:
Saturday, 12/19/20:
1300 - Initial staff walk-thru at Site 3 (Trump International Golf Club West Palm Beach)
1345 – Initial staff walk-thru at Site 1 (PBI/Atlantic Aviation)
1500 – Initial staff walk-thru at Site 2 (Mar-a-Lago)

Sunday, 12/20/20:
1200 – ATSAIC walk-thru at Site 1 (PBI/Atlantic Aviation)
1230 – ATSAIC walk-thru at Site 2 (Mar-a-Lago)

Tuesday, 12/22/20
1200 – 2nd Sup walk-thru at Site 2 (Mar-a-Lago)
1330 – 2nd Sup Walk-thru at Site 3/OTR (Trump International Golf)
1430 – 2nd Sup walk-thru at Site 1 (PBI Airport/Atlantic Aviation)

Sweep Times:

Site 1 (Palm Beach Airport)
- Press Preset
- Post Stander Report
- Sweeps Begin
- Motorcade Sweeps
- Sweeps Conclude
1835(est) Wheels Down

Site 2 (Mar-a-Lago)
- Posting / Sweeps begin
- Sweeps complete / Road closures begin
- Road closures built out
- (est) (b)(7)(E) arrive

Covid-19:
MAL Advance SA (D)(6), (b)(7)(C) (MIA) reported (b)(7)(E) Advance Team healthy to MIA Ops at 0940 hrs.

Any questions, comments, or concerns please let me know.

Respectfully,

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Special Agent
United States Secret Service
Miami Field Office
(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- POTUS – Washington, DC
- FLOTUS – Washington, DC
  - (b)(6) (b)(7)(C) – Washington, DC
  - Ivanka Trump – Bel Harbour, FL
  - Donald Trump Jr. – Kill Devil Hills, NC
  - Eric Trump – Palm Beach, FL
  - Tiffany Trump – En route Dulles Airport from Dubai
- VPOTUS – Washington, DC
- SLOTUS – Washington, DC
- A/DHS Secretary – Alexandria, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 1

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 1

SCHEDULED WHITE HOUSE AND EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS: 42

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Permanent Protected Sites: 0

PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly signing an executive order to standardize new federal buildings to a classical look. There was also chatter requesting President Trump to veto the latest COVID relief bill. A Twitter post by President Trump stated there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6,” which continues to gain significant social media attention.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter continued to focus on VPOTUS and SLOTUS receiving the COVID vaccine. Additional chatter continued to respond to VPOTUS’ announcement that Space Force troops will be called “Guardians.”

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.

V/r,
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
OSINT COVERAGE: National Capitol Region

- **POTUS** – Washington, DC
- **FLOTUS** – Washington, DC
  - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) – Washington, DC
  - **Ivanka Trump** – Bel Harbour, FL
  - **Donald Trump Jr.** – Kill Devil Hills, NC
  - **Eric Trump** – Palm Beach, FL
  - **Tiffany Trump** – En route Dulles Airport from Dubai
- **VPOTUS** – Washington, DC
- **SLOTUS** – Washington, DC
- **A/DHS Secretary** – Alexandria, VA

OSINT RESEARCH REQUESTS: 1

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES: 1

1. OSB was requested to conduct checks on (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) daily during the (b)(7)(E) shift. Additional checks should be made during all shifts. Send results immediately if the post deserves attention (direct threats, mentions of travel, etc.), to PIOCSUPS, R1 and OSU-ALL. Make sure to include screen captures of any new posts of protective interest. Report any findings within the last 24 hours for the following accounts:

   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter) (private)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (OnlyFans) (deactivated by platform)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (OnlyFans) (deleted)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Twitter)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Instagram) (inactive)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
   - (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (Facebook) (private)
1. From 11/19/20 to 01/31/21, daily Women for a Great America (NRID) will host a demonstration at Lafayette Park. The purpose of the demonstration is to pray for a peaceful election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. The permit application indicates 50 expected participants. (BL)
   • https://www.facebook.com/womenforagreatamerica

2. On 12/24/20, from 1:15 PM to 4:45 PM, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/
   • FYSA: The news article published on 12/17/20 indicated a start time will be posted to the group’s Instagram account next week.

3. On 12/31/20, at an unknown time, Wright Family Foundation (NRID) will host a motorcade in Washington, DC called “Guns Down Our Lives Matter City Wide Motorcade.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against gun violence. The group has listed four meetup locations: Tiger Market 823 Southern Ave Oxon Hill MD, Minnesota Avenue Safeway 322 40th St NE, Howard University McDonald’s 2328 Georgia Ave NW, and Southwest DMV 95 M St SW, and a final destination of MPD Headquarters 300 Indiana Ave NW. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants were unavailable at this time, however, a news article reported the motorcade will include 100 vehicles. (SRM)
   • https://www.instagram.com/p/C1310dmhrSq/
   • FYSA: The news article published on 12/17/20 indicated a start time will be posted to the group’s Instagram account next week.

4. From 01/03/21 to 01/05/21, at an unknown time, the group Action 4 Assange (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Demand an End To The Rendition” at the British Embassy. The purpose of the event is to demand the political rendition of Julian Assange to end immediately. There is no mention of civil disobedience. Participant numbers are unavailable at this time. (RMD)
   • A GoFundMe page was created by (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and has raised $3,179.
   • https://www.gofundme.com/f/demand-an-end-to-the-rendition
   • https://twittercorniaction 4assange/status/1338519357832441856

5. From 01/05/21 at 6:00 AM to 01/07/21, at 4:30 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “BTT heads to Washington DC for Trump Victory Rally” at the White House. The purpose of this event is to “rally for a Trump Victory.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 5 people are going, and 12 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

6. From 01/05/21 at 10:00 AM to 01/06/21 at 08:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March on Congress Caravan” at 1st St SE, Washington, DC. The purpose of
the event is to caravan to Washington, DC from Florida and support the United States and free and fair elections. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 2 person is going, and 0 are interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

7. On 01/06/21 at 1:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “We the people need transparency!” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “show up outside the senate in support of demanding our election is proven to be fair.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 5 are interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

8. On 01/06/21 at 7:00 AM, the group The Republican Mandate (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Wild Protest for Donald Trump” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 0 person is going, and 1 are interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events/797235694466463/

9. On 01/06/21 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM, the group Trumaign (NRID) will host a demonstration called “March on Congress” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to demand the politicians to confirm Donald Trump as President. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 people are going, and 16 is interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events/389855825655250/

10. On 01/06/21, at 8:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Southern MD Stop the Steal MAGA March” at the National Mall. The purpose of this event is to support President Trump and not allow the liberals to steal the election. There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 10 people are going, and 24 are interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

11. On 01/06/21, at 9:00 AM, the group ACAActual Reality Report (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Fight for Trump Washington, D.C.” The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump invites you to Washington DC for a Wild Time (aka) Fight for your country”. There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 0 going and 4 interested. (MJC)

• https://www.facebook.com/events/222688239238339

12. From 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM to 01/07/21 at 12:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Patriot Protest March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “protest the election fraud, tyranny and corrupt politicians.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 3 are interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

13. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) [NRID] will host a demonstration called “Fight for Freedom Rally/Protest” at the US Capitol. The purpose of the event is to “protest against corruption, demanding transparent elections where our leaders are elected, not selected.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)

• https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
14. On 01/06/21 at 9:00 AM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Patriot Gathering” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “join together on this day. In support of our election.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 1 person is going, and 1 is interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

15. On 01/06/21 from 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Trump Rally Jan 6” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to “come to DC Jan 6 when Congress counts electoral votes and objections are raised.” There is no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 4 person is going, and 11 are interested. (RMD)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

16. On 01/06/21, from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Stop the Steel (NRID) will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Stop the Steel.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against the 2020 Presidential Election results. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
   • https://stopthesteal.us/
   • https://parler.com/profile/stopthesteal

17. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, the group MAGA Marches New Jersey Page (NRID) and the individual (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration called “Million MAGA March, March for Trump, StopTheSteal”. The purpose of the demonstration is “President Trump has called for all of his supporters to be in Washington, D.C. January 6th – This will be the biggest protest in American History. The time to take a stand is now!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 264 are going and 1.1K are interested. (MJC)
   • https://www.facebook.com/events/1741872459317880

18. On 01/06/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, the group I Approve This Message (NRID) will host a demonstration at the US Capitol Building called “Donald, You’re Fired! March on DC.” The purpose of the demonstration is to “witness this momentous occasion. Upon the declaration the results of the 2020 elections, held on November 3rd, 2020, We the People will proceed, peacefully and safely, from the Capitol Building to the White House to deliver the message to Mr. Trump, Donald Trump, You’re Fired!” There is no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 3 people are planning to attend and 17 are interested. (JAP)
   • www.facebook.com/events/367108367838395

19. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Million MAGA March (NRID) will host a demonstration at the National Mall in Washington DC called “Million MAGA March.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the election results. The group is utilizing hashtags #millionmagamarch, #millionmagamarch2021, and #stopthesteal. There was no indication of civil disobedience. The website indicates 178 people are going. (SRM)
   • https://millionmagamarch.us
   • https://twitter.com/MilionMagaMarch/status/1340205980827705344
   • https://twitter.com/MilionMagaMarch/status/1340210561842356224

20. On 01/06/21, at 12:00 PM, Patriot Party (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration at the U.S. Capitol called “Patriots United March on Congress.” The purpose of this
demonstration is to speak out for election integrity while Congress meets to confirm the Electoral 
College votes. The group indicated plans to meet at the Capitol, but has not indicated potential routes. 
There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 34 are going and 212 are 
interested. (SRM)
- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)  

21. On 01/06/21, at 3:00 PM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host a demonstration called “Stop 
the Steal March” in Washington, DC. The purpose of the event is to make politicians listen. There is 
no indication of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 24 people are going, and 175 are 
interested. (RMD)
- https://www.facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
- FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

22. On 01/06/21, at an unknown time, Women for America First (NRID) and March for Trump (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Trump.” The purpose of this demonstration is to “demand transparency & protect election integrity.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)
- https://trumpmarch.com/
- FYSA: The group indicated the location and time will be indicated soon.

23. On 01/09/21, at an unknown time, an unknown group using email address SilentMajorityTakeBack@gmail.com (NRID) will host a protest called “The Take Back of Washington, DC.” The group claims “we are coming, this time we are not leaving!” There is no mention of civil disobedience. The current number of participants is unavailable at this time. (RMD)
- https://parler.com/post/196e83543bbb4a96ae42f681ab381154

24. On 1/17/21, at 12:00 PM, Parler user @BansheeActual (NRID) will host a demonstration called, 
“Refuse to be silenced.” According to the post the demonstration will be an armed march from the 
Washington Memorial to the White House. The purpose of the demonstration is to “demand freedom, 
end the corruption, and stand up for liberty.” Participant numbers were not provided. (NFG)
- The post included 23 hashtags, 2 of which were #boogalooobs and #thehibiscussociety
- Preliminary OSINT research on The Hibiscus Society revealed they are a group that broke away 
from the Boogaloo Movement
- @BansheeActual made two posts referencing the demonstration, of the two only one post had 
any reactions to it. The post had two “votes” which is believed to be the equivalent of two likes.
- https://parler.com/post/8979cf72b944a3cb4d1b88b2387b3b6
- https://parler.com/post/62a0d6d71c7248deb52c8437396101ec

25. On 01/19/21, at 8:00 AM, Freedom March for Trump (NRID) and private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) 
will host a demonstration at the Washington Monument called “Freedom March for Trump.” The 
purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump. The group intends on burning 
Chinese flags. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 11 are going 
and 34 are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

26. On 01/20/21, at 5:00 AM, the individuals (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) and (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NRID) will host an event called “70MILLION MAN MARCH” in Washington, DC (specific location not provided). The purpose of the event is to “stop the inauguration if they plan on swearing in Joe Biden.” There is
no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook, 56 people are planning on attending and 479 are interested. (RMD)

27. On 01/20/21, at 8:00 AM, private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration at the White House called “Not My President Rally.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 2 are going and 1 are interested. (SRM)

28. On 01/20/21, from 8:00 AM to 9:00 PM, private citizen [NRID] will host a demonstration at 1st St SE called “Trump supporters rally at the presidential inauguration.” The purpose of this demonstration is show their support for President Trump to Democratic Presidential Nominee Biden. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 1 are going and 3 are interested. (SRM)

29. On 01/20/21, at 9:00 AM, the group No Justice No Pride (RID) will host a demonstration called “#DisruptJ20.” The details of the event are TBD. There is no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 28 people are planning on attending, and 158 are interested. (RMD)

30. On 01/20/21, at an unknown time, the group 1st Regiment of the Restored American Republic (NRID) and American Patriots USA (NRID) will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Million Militia March.” The purpose of this demonstration is unknown. There was no indication of civil disobedience, however, the event contains images of weapons and the group claims they will not attack, but will defend. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time, though the group is made up of approximately 317 members. (RRP)

31. On 1/20/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, [NRID] will host a demonstration at Freedom Plaza called, “Yugest Trump Parade of All (45 exclamation points)!” The purpose of the demonstration is to celebrate President Trump. There was no mention of civil disobedience. According to Facebook 42 are going and 301 are interested. (NFG)

32. On 01/20/21 from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, Minnesota Youth For Justice (NRID), US Green Party Black Caucus (NRID), Saint Paul For Justice (NRID), Revolutionary Sound (NRID), Communities United
Against Police Brutality (NRID), IndianablaclCaucus (), Justice For Calvin Horton (NRID), Racial Justice Network (NRID), Black Business Matters (NRID), Black Saint Paul (NRID).

(RID), Justice For Hardel (NRID), Justice4MarcusGolden (NRID), Black Lives Matter Minnesota (NRID) will host a rally titled, “Inauguration Day Reparations & Police Accountability Rally”. The event will be held at Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC. The page advised, the group will “demand reparations and police accountability on day one of the next presidential administration of the United States.” The page does not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers per Facebook; 17 going and 86 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

33. On 01/20/21, at 4:00 PM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host an event at the White House called “Trump’s Eviction from the White House.” The event is not in favor of President Trump, the page asked participants to celebrate POTUS leaving the White House as it marked the end of four torturous years where racism, discrimination, and hatred took center stage in society and politics. The page claimed “Secret Service would be dragging President Donald Trump from the White House, an event nobody wants to miss!” There is no chatter on the page indicating civil disobedience. Current numbers per Facebook; 30 going with 38 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

34. On 01/21/21, at 9:00 AM, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host an event at the White House called, “trump’s eviction watch party (invite as many friends you can).” The purpose appears to be to watch President Trump’s removal from the White House and laugh together”. Chatter concerning the event was minimal with a few individuals expressing excitement. The page did not mention any civil disobedience. Participant numbers according to Facebook, 176 going and 370 interested. (KNS)

- https://www.facebook.com/events

35. On 1/21/21, at 9:00 AM, American Gay Adventures (NRID) will be hosting an event called, “Eviction Watch Party” at the White House. The page does not provide details on the event. The comments on the page appear to approve of President Trump leaving the White House, after a “divisive and torturous 4 years” and welcoming President elect Biden. The page does not suggest there will be any civil disobedience. Per Facebook, 70 going with 109 interested. (KNS)

- www.facebook.com/events/356804855596451

36. On 01/23/21, from 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, private citizen (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) NRID will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “The March Against the Party of Coastal Elites.” The purpose of this demonstration is to show support for President Trump and speak out against the “party of coastal elites.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 60 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events

37. On 01/23/21, from 12:00 PM to 3:00 PM, People Demand Action (NRID) will host a demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial called “National March for Black Lives.” The purpose of this demonstration is to speak out against racism and in support of black lives matter. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 20 are going and 141 are interested. (SRM)

- https://facebook.com/events

38. On 01/25/21, from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, Code Pink (RID) will host a demonstration at the Embassy of Saudi Arabia in DC called “DC says no to war on Yemen!” The purpose of this demonstration is to
“protest the war on January 25, 2021, just days after Biden’s inauguration.” There was no indication of civil disobedience. Current numbers of planned participants was unavailable at this time. (SRM)

- https://www.codepink.org/1252021
- **Code Pink** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House, Embassies, and temporarily protected sites. A month-long demonstration hosted by Code Pink between 04/25/19 to 05/16/19 at the Embassy of Venezuela in DC resulted in multiple arrests for trespassing, simple assault, throwing of objects, assault on a police, and resisting arrest (673-91133).

39. On 01/28/21, at 4:00 PM, **STL Pro-Life Future (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as a contingency from Saint Louis. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 13 are going and 46 are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events/1804192813046205/
- FYSA: While the event page indicates an event time from 01/28/21 until 01/31/21, the group indicated their intentions to travel from Saint Louis on 01/28/21 to attend the March for Life on 01/29/21.

40. On 01/29/21, from 8:00 AM to 3:30 PM, **Orthodox March for Life (NRID)** and **Orthodox Christian Network (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “Orthodox Christians Walking Together at March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life as an Orthodox Christian contingency. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 65 are going and 374 are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events/517683142192909/

41. On 01/29/21, from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM, **March for Life (RID)** will host a demonstration at the National Mall called “2021 March for Life.” The purpose of this demonstration is to support the pro-life cause. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 547 are going and 1.3K are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events/1002688566830861/
- **March for Life** is of record for numerous demonstrations at the White House. The group has previously used sound equipment and their demonstrations have concluded without arrests.

42. On 01/29/21, at 12:00 PM, **National Sursum Corda – ICKSP (NRID), Institute of Christ the King Sovereign Priest (NRID), St. Mary Oratory (NRID), St. Francis de Sales Oratory (NRID), and Shrine of Christ the King (NRID)** will host a demonstration in Washington DC called “March for Life 2021.” The purpose of this demonstration is to join the March for Life. There was no indication of civil disobedience. Facebook currently indicates 6 are going and 76 are interested. (SRM)
- https://facebook.com/events/331945984900952/

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Temporary Protected Sites: 0

SCHEDULED NON-NCR DEMONSTRATIONS – Permanent Protected Sites: 0
PROTECTEE SHIFT SUMMARY:

POTUS Trump
News and social media focused on President Trump reportedly signing an executive order to standardize new federal buildings to a classical look. There was also chatter requesting President Trump to veto the latest COVID relief bill. A Twitter post by President Trump stated there will be a “big protest in D.C. on January 6,” which continues to gain significant social media attention.

VPOTUS Pence
News and social media chatter continued to focus on VPOTUS and SLOTUS receiving the COVID vaccine. Additional chatter continued to respond to VPOTUS’ announcement that Space Force troops will be called “Guardians.”

Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf
News and social media chatter regarding the DHS Secretary Wolf was minimal.